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On stopping a Markov decision process

by

L.P.J. Groenewegen

Summary

In this report the same situation will be considered as in Hordijk, Dynamic

programrrdng and Markov potential theory [3J, viz. a countable state space

Markov decision process which can be stopped. Costs have the so-called charge

structure and the optimality criterion is the total expected gain. It will

be shown, that an optimal strategy, consisting of a memoryless decision rule

and a possibly nonmemoryless stopping rule, can be replaced by a strategy

consisting of the same decision rule and a stopping rule which is an entry

time.

I. Introduction

Most of our notations and conventions may also be found in Hordijk [3J.

Consider a Markov decision process on a countable state space in discrete

time with in each state a possibly infinite set of decisions. Being in state

i and choosing decision P you pay costs - cp(i) and move to a state j accord

ing to a probability distribution corresponding with P. Also it is allowed

to stop making decisions. Then you receive a reward rei). The choice of a

decision may only depend on the time being and the state you are in, so from

the beginning we restrict ourselves to memoryless decision rules. For the

stopping rule it is a bit different, the choice of stopping may depend on

the complete history of the process.

A decision rule will be called a policy, and a decision rule with a stopping

rule will be called a strategy: so a strategy consists of a policy and a

stopping rule. A strategy S has a so-called value in a state i. This value

is the expected total gain when starting ~n i and using S. Strategies will

be compared by means of their values. In this report the existence of an

optimal strategy will be assumed, that is a strategy with the highest poss~

ble value for all i. Under this assumption we are interested in questions

like: what does such a strategy look like? Can it be written ~n a special

form?
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In order to formulate answers to these questions, we give some assumptions

and definitions and make some remarks.

- E ~s a countable set and is called the state space.

- T := {O,I,2, ••• } is called the time space.

- {Xt}tET is a sequence of stochastic variables with values in the measura

ble space (E,2E). Here 2E stands for the power set of E, which evidently

is a a-field.

- it will i E E and t E T denotes the realization of Xt .

P(i) with i E E is a set of eventually nonproper probability measures de

fined on (E,2E). Let p(i) be an element of P(i), p(i,j) denotes the proba

bility to find X I = j if the probability measure p(i) is chosen when
t+

Xt = i. So p(i) is completely determined by {p(i,j)}. E' Prescribing for
JE:

each state i E E which probability measure is to be chosen, we get a deci-

sion P. This P can be written as a matrix: if at time t Xt = i and deci

sion P is made (or probability measure p(i) = {p(i,j)}jEE is chosen), then

the i-th row of the matrix is p(i,.). The matrix is also called P. Now the

choice of a decision is the choice of a matrix.

- P is the set of all possible decisions P. Clearly P has the so-called pro

duct property:

where Pn(i) stands for the i-th row of matrix Pn '

From now on our way of talking about the problem will be a bit different from

Hordijk [3J.

Z is a ~ E x #+ E matrix containing only zeros. Note now that stopping ~n

~ ~s the same as choosing matrix Z in i. So stopping is a decision. And

because P contains all possible decisions, it is supposed from now on that

Z E P.

- The choice of a decision P in i E E costs -cp (i). The functions cp on E are

real valued. Furthermore these functions have also a kind of product prop

erty:

P2 (i» => cp (i)
I

= cp (i)
2
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- rei) := cz(i) is called the reward.

- P' := P\{Z, all combinations of Z and PEP following from the product

property}.

- R(P*) := {(Po,P
1

, ••• ) I Pt E P*, t E T} with p* c P is called the set of

all decision rules for P*. The decision rule R E R(P') is also called a

policy. Such a rule says that at time t decision Pt is to be made, for

t=O,I, •••

The pair S := (R,T), with R E R(P' ) and with T a stopping time for the

sequence Xo ' XI ' ... , is called a strategy. In fact a strategy is not unlike

a decision rule: it says that policy R is to be used until time T, and at

time T Z is to be chosen. We have to say something more about our concept

of a stopping time. If T is a stopping time, the event T = n only depends

on XO,xl, ••• ,Xn • Note that T is not necessarily memoryless.

- Prescribing decisions by policies, as defined here, means that the choice

of a decision only depends on the time being and the state you are in.

Therefore the policies to which we are restricting ourselves, are called

memoryless. This qualification is also used for our strategies, although

the event T = t may not only depend on Xt but also on XO, .•• ,Xt _ l •

- We have the following convention

with IA the indicator function of the set A.

- Throughout this report we will work under three conditions cl, c2 and c3.

Two of them are given now, the third follows later on.

(cl)
00

Xo = iJ < 00 J ,

- For each strategy S = (R,T) with R = (PO,P
I

, ••• ) we define ~n each i E E

the value of the strategy, well defined by cl and c2.

and also we define the value function:

veil : = sup V s (i) •
S
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Condition c3 is related to the value function

- r := {i E E I r (i) v(i) }.

- t:, := E \r.

:. {:inl t
E T I X

t E r} if it exists
- Tr

otherwise .
00

- Q stands for the policy (Q,Q, ••. ).

- S is called optimal if Vs = v.

A policy R (and a strategy S = (R,T)) ~s called stationary if R

some Q E P'.

00

Q for

- If fp ~s a real valued function on E for each P E P* c P, then the set of

these functions, denoted by f p*' is called a charge structure with respect

to P* if

00

So according to (cl) cp , ~s a charge structure with respect to Pl.

- In the sequel the symbol "F" will be used for "hence '!.

In section 2 it will be pointed out that stopping and disappearing out of E

(nonproper probability measures are allowed) can be seen as going to a spe

cial state. The process cannot leave this state almost surely. Furthermore

the cost functions can be extended such that cp is a charge structure.

In section 3 it will be shown that if (R,T) is an optimal strategy, then

(R,Tr) is also optimal. So, as far as optimality is concerned, any decision

to stop can be replaced by a stationary decision to stop, i.e. it depends on

lyon the state you are ~n.

In Hordijk [3J already some special cases of this phenomenon can be found,

namely where he gives sufficient conditions for (Qoo,Tr ) to be optimal. We

prove assertions which are intuitively quite clear. Nevertheless the proofs

are not very short, although the basic ideas in our proofs are rather simple

and straightforward. However, the verification of their correctness requires

rather delicate and detailed arguments.
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2. A preliminary result

Firstly the disappearing of the process out of E will be considered ~n some

detail. In general, if in i E E decision P is made, the probability to dis

appear equals 1 - L p(i,j). (Nonproper probability measures are allo~7ed).
jEE

So, after the choice of decision Z, such a disappearance occurs with proba-

bility I.

Now a new element a is added to E:

E := {a} u E

and it is supposed that a disappearance out of E corresponds with an arrival

in a. Or more formally: to each matrix P ~ P is attached a O-th now and O-th

column, corresponding with a, such that

p (a, i)
if ~ = a and p(i,a) = 1 - L p(i,j)

j EE
if i :/: a •

if ~ f: a •

This new matrix ~s denoted by P. For a while we will talk about two models:

the old one with E and the new one with E. For the quantities in the new mo

del we will use the same characters as we have already for the corresponding

quantities in the old one. However, we write a "~,, above them in the new set

up. So

'f$ = {p I PEP} •

Note that the process stays almost surely ~n a after the first entrance in a.

Define

;'~(a) = 0
P

for all PEP

the other costs do not change. Hence r is defined. And by observing that

T T if Xo f: a (T = 0 if Xo = a), it follows immediately for each strategy

5 that:

i) if i f: a •
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Lemma 1. cp is a charge structure.

Proof. Firstly, note that every R can be seen as the strategy (R,oo), with

(R,oo) = (R,oo) if the rows of Z do not appear in any of the PO,P
I

, ••• , and

(R,oo) (R' ,T') otherwise. Here T' prescribes precisely to choose decision Z

in those cases where it should have been chosen because of policy R. Note

that the event T' = t depends only on Xt = it so T' is a stopping time. As

for R', it should still be observed that R' is quite alike R, only the rows

of Z are replaced by arbitrary other rows of matrices PEP'. However, for

the sake of brevity we write (R,oo) = (R' ,T'). Now

00

E~[ L I~P~ (X-) I
R k=O k --k

T'-I
iJ = E

R
, [ L

k=O
iJ +

00

(by eland c2).

This holds for every 1 E E and for every R.

Note that for i = a it is trivial. So cp 1S a charge structure with respect

to P. o

It should be possible to forget all distinction between stopping and a deci

sion, and bebveen a strategy and a policy, were it not for the characteriza

tion "memoryless" of a policy that we must handle this \'lith some more care.

Namely, decision Z is chosen at time T, which is a stopping time. So in ge

neral the event T = t does not only depend on Xt , but also on XO, ••• ,Xt _ l .

There is more about this problem in the next section.

Here we abandon the notation "~". All the symbols we will use from now on,

are the symbols in the new model.

3. !r as the optimal time to make decision Z

First some definitions and known results are given. From the definition of v

it follows that, taking S = (R,O)
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Now the concepts v-conserving, thrifty and equalizing from Dubins and Savage

[IJ are introduced as in Hordijk [3J.

- PEP is called v-conserving if cp = v - Pv.

A strategy (R,T) (with R = POP
1
••• ) ~s called v-conserving if

v TV. E [3. E []PR(Xt = i, T ;::: t I Xo = j) > OJ ~tE ~E J E

v (i) - (P tV) (i) J •

- A strategy (R,T) ~s called thrifty if (R,T) is v-conserving and

- A strategy (R,T) is called equalizing if

V. [lim:IER[v(X) I X
O
. = iJ = OJ.

VeE n-Kt.> n

Lemma 2. A strategy (R,T) (with R POp 1",) ~s optimal iff (R,T) thrifty

and equalizing.

Proof. First a remark: This lemma has the same formulation as theorem 4.6 in

Hordijk [3J. But there the lemma is proved in a slightly different context:

1n fact Hordijk works under the assumption that every nonmemoryless strategy

is dominated by a memoryless strategy. And this assumption plays a role in

two places of his proof: namely where he uses his theorem 3.1 to show that v

is cp-super harmonic, i.e. v ;::: cp + Pv for all PEP.

Hordijk's proof can be followed exactly until he reaches the point where for

each i E E

= lim{v(i)
n-Kt.>

T -I
n

-:IE [ I
R k=O

where
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T := min{T,n}
n

wp : = v - Pv •

iJ =

T -1
n

= v(i) - lim JE
R

[ L
n-l<Xl k=O

-JER[(v(XT) - cZ(XT»I{T<oo}(T) I Xo = iJ -limJER[v(Xn) I Xo = iJ.
n-l<Xl

If (R,T) is thrifty and equalizing, the second, third and fourth term of the

right-hand side of (*) are zero.

(R,T) is optimal.

v(i) for each ~ t. E •

For the other part of the proof, suppose (R,T) is optimal. Now first the cp

super harmonicity of v will be shown.

T- I
v(i) = JER[ L cp (~) + Cz (XT) I Xo iJ ~

k=O k

*T - I
~ JE [ L

PPOP1··· k=O
iJ

T-I
= cp(i) + (P JE R[ I Cp (~) + cZ(XT) I Xo = • J) (i)

k=O k

= cp (i) + (Pv) (i) ,

where P is an arbitrary element of P and T* the stopping time with

*(. .)T Xo = ~O' XI = ~I'···

So V 1.S cp-super harmonic.

I + T(XO
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Now we may apply the proof of Hordijk to show that w ~s a charge structure

(beginning of chapter 4). Then (*) gives rise to

T-1
= v(i) - lE [L (wp (\:) - cp (\:» I Xo = iJ +

R k=O k k

Again using the cp-super harmonicity of v instead of Hordijk's theorem 3.],

we may apply Hordijk's proof of his theorem 4.6. 0

Now we are ready to state and prove what was promised.

Theorem 1. Suppose (R,T) (with R = POP] ..• ) is an optiMal strategy. Then

(R,T r ) is also an optimal strategy.

Proof. Firstly note

,

= lER[lim Cz(XT) I {T~n} (T) I Xo = i] =
n--

and because ICZ(XT)I{T~n}(T)I ~ Icz(~)' and !cZ(XT) I is summable by (c2),

the dominated convergence theorem gives

And analogously, using (c3):

By lemma 2 we know

iJ lim lER[v(XT)I{T~n}(T) I Xo = i] •
n--

lER[cZ(XT) I Xo = i] = lER[v(XT)I{T<oo}(T) I Xo i].

lim lER[cZ(XT)I {T:o;n}(T) I Xo = i] =
n--
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Xo = iJ •

And by the first remark of this section we have v ~ cZ'

Now we have that at each time t the choice of decision Z is not optimal in

those j E E where v(j) > cz(j). So do not make decision Z in 6.

Suppose now there exists a stopping time T* # Tr such that (R,T*) ~s better

than (R,Tr). More formally, suppose

3T*#T
r

3iE6 [vR,T*(i) > vR,T
r

(i)J •

By the foregoing we know: FR(T* > Tr ) = 1. From this point on we will follow

exactly the argument of van Hee [2J, which luckily can be applied in this more

general situation.

First note

00 I Xo = i) =

T -1r
= E [ L

R k=O
= 00 I Xo = i) .

From the assumption concerning T* we have

3. E
~E

Define

i) J •

~n E r, i k E 6, 0 ~ k < n}

and combine the last two remarks:
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Tr-l

> lE R[ k~O C
Pk

(~) + CZ(X
Tr

) I Xo = i =iO' Xl = i, ••• ,Xn = in]] •

i ] >
n

Tr-l

> lE R[ k~O C
Pk

(~) + i = i O'···' Xn = ~n' T = n] =r

n-l
= v(i ) + I Cp (i

k
)

n k=O k

= i ] > v(i ) •
n n

Define R' : = P P
n n+l

= ~

n

So T' is a stopping time

T'-l
v(i ) 2lE

R
,[ I

n k=O
i J =
n

00 t-l

I I {I Cp (j )lPR ' (T' = t, ~ = j I Xo = in) +
t=O jEE k=O n+k

i )} +
n

00

+ L L Cp (j)lP
R

, CT'
j EE k=O n+k

i )
n
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using the definitions of R' and T'

00 t-I
= L L {L ~ (j)1PR(T* = t, ~=j I XO=i=iO' XI =il,· .. ,Xn=in) +

t=n jlo:E k=n k

00

*T -1
=:IE [ L

R
k=n

i

using (*) in the last inequality.

This is a contradiction.

iT~T 3. 6 [vR T(j) > vR T (j)]
r r JE, , r

(R,Tr ) is optimal. o

The event Tr = n depends only on the event X = i , so the choice of deci-
n n

sion Z on time Tr is memoryless. Hence there is no confusion in speaking

about a memoryless policy instead of a memoryless strategy, if we are look

ing for an optimal one. And in addition, for every i E r we may replace the

i-th row of any PEP by the i-th row of Z. Denote such a transform of P or

R with P' or R'. Then: if (R,Tr ) is optimal, also (R' ,00) is optimal and

00
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